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Asia Bus Response is
pledged 75 vehicles
The Asia Bus Response campaign to
help the communities hit by the
Boxing Day Tsunami has now been
pledged 75 vehicles for donation to
the worst hit areas of Sri Lanka and
Indonesia. Eight more operators have
pledged vehicles in addition to the
original operators (Transit January 14),
including Northern Ireland’s state
owned bus and rail group Translink
and East Yorkshire Motor Services.

Lothian ridership
rises 3% in 2004
The number of passenger journeys
made on Lothian Buses services rose
3% during 2004 compared to the
previous year, to reach a total of 102
million journeys.The latest increase
brings the total passenger growth for
the local authority-owned operator to
24% since 1999, a figure which City of
Edinburgh Council leader Donald
Anderson described as “staggering”.

RoadCar summonsed
over bus crash
Traction Group-owned bus operator
RoadCar has been summonsed to
appear in court next month in connection with a defective brake on a bus
which killed five people in Ingoldmells
last summer after it mounted the
pavement. Meanwhile, the driver of
the bus appeared before magistrates
this week on five counts of causing
death by dangerous driving.

Arriva steps up Luton
evening coach link
Arriva the Shires & Essex enhanced the
level of late evening and overnight
service on its Green Line 757 coach
route between central London and
Luton Airport this week. Between 8pm
and midnight each day of the week,
the previous hourly frequency has
been stepped up to half-hourly, with
extra journeys from the airport at
1.30am and from London at 3.30am
and 4.05am. Arriva, which is
competing with EasyBus on the
corridor, claims the move will attract
passengers for early morning flights as
well as London commuters.

5 years ago
■ Arriva is to break into the UK rail
business with an £84.7m deal to buy
MTL, the ailing holder of the Northern
Spirit and Merseyrail franchises.
■ PTEs want the government to
consider a ‘frontage tax’ to collect
‘development gain’ revenues arising
from new rapid transit systems.
■ A fares war has broken out among
Scotland’s main bus operators after
First Group introduced a maximum
£1.40 off-peak return fare.
■ A Strategic Rail Authority study
into micro-franchising is focusing on
the Esk Valley and Liskeard-Looe lines.
■ Leeds bus manufacturer Optare has
been sold to Hungarian-based NABI,
which builds buses in the US.
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Neoplans enter service as OxfordCambridge joins Megabus network
BY ROBIN BENNETT
THE FIRST of Stagecoach’s new fleet of Neoplan
double deck coaches is to enter service on its
low cost, no frills Megabus services between
London and Scotland early next week, as the
group extends the concept to its OxfordCambridge coach route.
Stagecoach announced the £6.5m order for
25 new coaches within its interim financial
results late last year (Transit December 10), in
order to improve vehicle quality on the longer
distance routes in the Megabus network.
Despite making a joint £1.5m loss with the
group’s Yellow Taxibus operation in Fife in the
six months to October 31, Stagecoach has
claimed that more Megabus services have
moved into profit, and is expecting the two
millionth passenger to use the network soon,
less than 18 months since the first route was
launched on the Oxford-London corridor.
The first of the Neoplans, similar to those
now used by Stagecoach on its high frequency

Oxford Tube service, will enter service on
Megabus routes from London to Manchester
and Scotland early next week. They feature 91
seats, air conditioning, CCTV and toilet facilities. As well as improving quality on existing
Megabus routes, the group claims that part of
the batch will be used “for future expansion
plans”.
Meanwhile, also from next week, selected
seats on Stagecoach East’s X5 Oxford to
Cambridge service will be made available to
book online for fares as low as £1 from the
Megabus website. Due to the lack of a direct rail
link between the two cities, and recent
frequency enhancements, passenger growth on
the route is currently running at around 7-8%
annually with 350,000 journeys being made
each year. From this weekend, the end to end
frequency will be doubled to every 30 minutes
with 15 refurbished coaches. The Megabus fares
are available for journeys between Oxford and
Cambridge only, and not for those starting or
finishing at intermediate points.

The first of the Megabus Neoplans enter
service on Anglo-Scottish routes next week

Comfort
DelGro runs
Edgware cabs

Bus industry hits eight-year average
fleet age target for the first time

COMFORT DELGRO has won the
contract to operate a new
‘NightCab’ service on behalf of
Transport for London.
The Singapore-based group,
which also owns London bus
operators Metroline, Thorpes and
Armchair, is operating the service
through its Computer Cab business in the capital. From January
14, passengers arriving at Edgware
on night buses and the Tube have
been able take a shared licenced
taxi to any address in the NW7,
HA7 and HA8 postcode areas for a
flat £5 add-on fare.
The service operates between
11pm and 5am Monday to
Saturday, and taxis can be booked
ahead by phone.

THE BUS industry has met the
government’s eight-year average
vehicle age target for the first time
since the quarterly Bus Quality
Indicator statistics began to be
published in 2000.
According to the latest statistics
issued by the Department for
Transport, covering the three
months to September 30, 2004,
the average age of the 100,000
licenced PSV vehicles in the UK
was exactly 8.0 years, down from
8.1 years in the previous quarter
and 8.5 years when the bulletins
were first published. Although the
DfT does not speculate on the
reasons for the improving age
profile, the trend has accompanied the rapid withdrawal of

NCT exceeds four out
of six charter targets
NOTTINGHAM CITY Transport,
current holder of the Bus Operator
of the Year title, has exceeded four
out of the six key performance
targets within the first month of
its new passenger charter.
Under the terms of the charter,
which was launched in
November, the local authorityowned company has pledged to
operate at least 99.5% of all scheduled journeys and to comply with
the traffic commissioner’s standard of 95% of buses departing
within the six minute window of
tolerance for all journeys
departing from their first stop in
the city centre. For timing points
outside the city centre, NCT has
pledged a 90% compliance rate
with the window of tolerance.
It has also promised to answer
at least 90% of calls to its call

centre, to have 50% of its fleet low
floor by 2010 and to have an
average vehicle age of less than
eight years by that date.
During December, the first
month’s results, NCT operated
99.7% of all journeys, but missed
the punctuality targets due to
heavy Christmas traffic and major
roadworks outside the city centre
- it achieved 94.5% on time departures from the city centre and
89.7% elsewhere.
It answered 91.9% of all calls
made to the travel centre, and had
a fleet with 77% low floor buses
and an average age of 4.7 years.
“It is unfortunate that we were
slightly under target for reliability,
but the congestion on the run-up
to Christmas was horrendous at
times,” said network developer
Anthony Carver-Smith.

elderly Routemaster vehicles from
frontline service in London.
Meanwhile, last summer’s strike
by First’s South Yorkshire driving
staff was reflected in the amount
of lost scheduled bus mileage
across England as a whole. 1.8%
of mileage failed to operate during
the period, up 0.5% from the
previous quarter, with the proportion lost due to staffing issues
having doubled since the previous
period, to 0.8%. Within
London,overall lost mileage
improved by 0.2% to 2.4%, with
losses due to congestion
improving from 1.4% in the
previous quarter to 1.3%.
Overall satisfaction with local
bus services across England as a

whole remained constant on 80
out of a possible 100. Satisfaction
with the capital’s bus network fell
from the previous quarter’s 77,
however, to reach 76. The highest
individual rating was for level of
on-bus crowding in metropolitan
and non-metropolitan areas
outside London, which was given
a rating of 88 out of 100, with bus
stop information in metropolitan
areas again bringing up the rear
on 58 points.
The DfT also included the
results of a household survey on
satisfaction with local bus services
carried out in October. 60% of
those interviewed were satisfied,
29% were dissatisfied and 11%
didn’t know.

TWM agrees to Metro
routing with Centro
TRAVEL WEST Midlands has
reached agreement with West
Midlands PTE Centro and Birmingham City Council over the
changes to the road layout in
Birmingham city centre needed
for street-running trams.
A public inquiry into plans to
extend the Midland Metro light
rail system across the centre of
Birmingham from Snow Hill to
Five Ways closed in January last
year. However, an outstanding
objection by National Expressowned TWM about the
arrangements for buses at the
Moor Street bus mall has
prevented transport secretary Alistair Darling from reaching a
decision on the application.
Birmingham wants the trams
to operate underground in the
city centre. A feasibility study

funded by the city council and
Centro into tunnelling options
has yet to report. Centro believes
that street running is the only
feasible option.
Meanwhile, Centro has begun
carrying out detailed ground and
structural engineering work along
the route of the 11km extension
to Midland Metro line one from
Wednesbury to Brierley Hill. The
PTE hopes that by carrying out
this work upfront it will better
inform bids during the tendering
process for the line’s construction.
The extension, which will
include 13 new stops including
the Merry Hill shopping centre,
received Transport & Works Act
approval late last year. Centro is
due to submit its business case for
government funding over the
summer.

